With the growth in the amount of data generated and collected, the need for automatically analyzing the data has received more and more attention from the business community in recent times. 
Introduction
The knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) and data mining (DM) applications over the last decade have been based on the fact that the true value is to find actionable information, or information that can be utilized in a concrete way to improve business process. The DM processes used to extract and verify patterns in data are the core of the KDD process. These processes comprise many steps, which involve data selection, data preprocessing, data transformation, DM, and interpretation and evaluation of patterns. During the last a few years, most research in DM focuses on the development of new algorithms or improvement in the speed or the accuracy of the existing ones [1] . Relatively little has been published about theoretical foundations of knowledge discovery.
In 1996, Fayyad et al. presented a process model that resulted from interactions between researchers and industrial data analysts [2] . The model did not address particular DM techniques, but rather provided support for the complicated and highly iterative process of knowledge generation. Since then, several different process models have been developed. These process models consist of multiple steps executed in a sequence, which often includes loops and iterations. Each subsequent step is initiated upon the successful completion of a previous step, and requires a result generated by the previous step as its inputs [3] .
The CRISP-DM (CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining) process model includes six steps: business understanding, data understanding, data preparation, modeling, evaluation and deployment [4] . In general, the CRISP-DM is the most suitable for novice data miners working on industrial projects, due to the intuitive, industry applications-focused description. The CRISP-DM lifecycle model and its derivative have been already acknowledged and relatively widely used in both research and industrial communities. One of the main limitations of the CRISP-DM life-cycle representation is that it is essentially sequential and linear. This sequential nature of the representation suggests an ordering of the knowledge space, and its exploration, which does not appropriately characterize the hierarchical and interactive network features of enterprise knowledge space, or the dynamics of knowledge discovery. Other, the tacit knowledge that is used by a data analyst when selecting, comparing and evaluating possible models and choosing what they regard to be the most appropriate model has not been made explicit and formal. So, the CRISP-DM is projected-management oriented staged process, which offers valuable guidance on the stages leading up to DM-modeling and deployment.
Agrawal et al. showed an active data mining process, where the mining algorithm was applied to each of the partitioned data set and rules were induced [5] . Spiliopoulou et al. investigated the utility of inducting rules from results of other mining routines [6] . Gupta et al. presented a mechanism for KDD process based on a user-centric model [7] . Livingston et al. proposed the agenda-and justificationbased architecture [8] . Several researches have concentrated on fusion of domain knowledge with KDD system [9] . Cotofrei et al. investigated the form of temporal rules of time series, and presented a formalism of main terms and notions, based on the first-order temporal logic [10] . However, little attention has been paid to establishment of a general framework for supporting share of domain knowledge and dynamically setting mining goals, data sources, and model selection.
In this paper we attempt to explore coherent knowledge discovery process model to make continuous data mining, and to incorporate the domain knowledge with the KDD process. Our integrative framework for a data mining system is built upon three essential components: Exploration ontologies, KDD process model and Knowledge engineering. It also provides a DIKW (datainformation-knowledge-wisdom) conceptual hierarchy to characterize the process operation features and interrelations. As the theoretical basis of the process model, we attempt to expand the formalism theory of [10] , represent the definition of main notions in a formal way.
An integrative framework for a process model
We present a cohesive model and an integrative framework for the KDD process, which is based on the concept of active, continuous mining and designed to integrate known knowledge in order to support automatic discovery process to a maximum degree. Here, it is assumed that all data is clear.
Exploration Ontologies
Ontology provides a framework for sharing conceptual models about known knowledge. Ontology is a widely adopted key technology for knowledge processing, providing a method for sharing domainspecific information. A model that allows agents to deal with explicit, declaratively represented ontologies was described in the FIPA Ontology Service [11] .
It is necessary to set up conceptual frameworks into which data and datasets, databases and known knowledge might be classified. The families of available models need to be classified, and the relation of model-families to data-types needs to be made clear. We need abstract models of data and their relations, and of models and their relations. It is by knowing the ontological structure of the data available, and the models that may be applied to it, that we can reasonably make a choice of the model to use.
A necessary high-level structure to business and data exploration process is the trio of interrelated processes of business-understanding, data-understanding and the availability of a model-ontology, as shown in Figure 1 . The business ontology includes rules of business process and operations; the data ontology includes specifically knowledge of data, data-types and data-source; the model-ontology includes a clear understanding of the data-types associated with various classes of model.
An architecture utilizing ontology service to provide an inherent mechanism for share and reuse known knowledge is discussed in [12] . 
A Cohesive Process Model
The model, called C-KDD (Cohesive Knowledge Discovery in Database) model, is shown in Figure  2 . It consists of four stages: planning, session mining, merge mining, and post-processing.
During planning stage, the KDD process begins with business understanding, including businessaims and business-logic. Through interactive exploration and experimentation, discovery goals, business data, and subsequent processes are identified and the specification of discovery task schedule (TS) is generated. The ontological domain knowledge is used to eliminate irrelevant attributes, update the vague prior business factors, inferring other abstract attributes, etc. Moreover, the set of valid data attributes, process steps, and algorithms are composed in suggested order based on the user's desiderata, by a data mining ontology.
The session mining stage performs select-transfer-premining and achieves partial data mining. It places emphasis on local and static rules induction, and executes induction on incremental data at regular intervals, e.g. month. As the functions are already specified in the TS, they are periodically repeated on incremental data as per the frequency or trigger condition, and whose outcome forms a rule bin (RB). Ontological knowledge is used to assist in determining the selected features, parameters, etc.
The merge mining is initiated by mining queries or a trigger event. The query contents are listed in consultation with the TS; user can commit them, according to his requests. A trigger event is occurred as the causes of time or rule rising. It places emphasis on overall and dynamic rules discovery, in the interaction paradigm, the rules are merged and refined from several RBs. The parameters and constrains are supplemented with ontological knowledge.
The post-processing stage begins with matching discovered rules and known knowledge, filters useless ones, then classified and ranked automatically interesting results according to interestingness. When a critical point threshold is reached, an alert will be triggered. Meanwhile, the user can review and confirm these findings. It would also integrate new interesting insights with the known knowledge, to perform knowledge evolution and presentation. Then, it forms a close-loop solution that helps to maintain the continuous knowledge discovery process.
When unable to satisfy intelligence application or rule review, the process flow goes back to the planning stage to re-explore data. Finally, these results are returned to the end user.
On implementing the model, the machine processing steps require autonomous components. Each component is an intelligence agent, which obtains the exploration ontologies and known knowledge through ontology service [12] . 
Knowledge Engineering
The processes of model interpretation, validation and evaluation have rightly been given places of importance in knowledge discovery through data exploration and mining, and in particular in the process model, to ensure the quality of the outcome of KDD. The questions about meaningfulness, significance and importance are a crucial part of trained DM-model understanding. These questions Without doubt, a formal KDD theory of knowledge needs to be developed. A KDD-epistemology will have close links with the data and model ontologies discussed above, and also with representations and storage concerning the prior knowledge and communication.
A parameter estimation method, used to explain the interestingness and evolutional regularity of the rule, has been discussed in [13] .
The DIKW conceptual hierarchy
The DIKW, referred to variously as the 'Information Hierarchy' and the 'Knowledge Pyramid' is one of the fundamental, widely recognized models in the information and knowledge literatures. The DIKW hierarchy is used to contextualize data, information, knowledge, and sometimes wisdom, and to identify and describe the processes involved in the transformation of an entity at a lower level in the hierarchy (e.g. data) to an entity at a higher level in the hierarchy (e.g. knowledge).
Knowledge is the appropriate collection of information, such that its intent is to be useful. Knowledge is a deterministic process. Models are knowledge representations, and knowledge representations are models. Knowledge is a perceived or understood knowledge representation. Wisdom is know-why, and the ability to increase effectiveness. It is an extrapolative and nondeterministic, non-probabilistic process. Wisdom is described simply as integrated knowledge. Comparatively, data, information and knowledge are past-oriented, but wisdom is future-oriented [14] .
For C-KDD process model, a hierarchy of processes operating on the constructs at each level of the DIKW hierarchy may also be defined, and is illustrated in Figure 3 . Corresponding to the data-level of the DIKW hierarchy, operations concerned with manipulations and storage of basic data resources we term "technical". Information is derived by operations performed on data using the tools and techniques of KDD, most of which can be regarded as model-based: we refer to the processes at this level as "contextual". Then, derived and discovered information becomes knowledge only when it is subjected to processes which put the information in the context of the business problems or opportunities. Hence, the processes which deal with such "understanding" of information/knowledge are termed "tactical". Finally, continuously traced and derived information can be differentiated "why do" from "why is". The processes, which put the integrated knowledge in the context of the whole enterprise and its aims, are referred as "strategic". At the tactical level, knowledge-management provides domain knowledge to support exporting above outcome. Appropriate and consistent representations of both prior business knowledge and is covered knowledge is needed if aims are to feed effectively into the KDD process, and discovered knowledge is to be evolved and deployed appropriately. Such communicable knowledge representations must rest on both data-understanding and model-based representations of the modeling process. The knowledge evaluation, filter and alert can only be effected in terms of target criteria defined on what must be essentially a model-based knowledge representation and interpretation.
At the contextual level, data-understanding processes are constrained by model-understanding and knowledge-management, and influence considerations at the strategic level. Understanding data requirements follows from DM problem definitions coming from the tactical level and the models that might be used to represent and capture information and knowledge from the available or required data resources. From the given dataset, the induction process exports the partial and raw first-order rules, which are second-order induced to achieve continuous induction and refinement by the rule extraction process, based on above setting. These outcomes presented overall and dynamic rules evolution should be reviewed according to the business aims.
The data selection and transform of the technical level are concerned with mechanisms of data capture, dimension reduction and attribute selection, in order to induction of first-order rule, and their storage and integration in appropriate forms in databases or data warehouses, informed by considerations of data-understanding and modeling from the contextual level.
This hierarchy of DIKW contrasts with what has become the traditional and default views of DM in industrial and business practice, such as CRISP-DM. The traditional perspective, in relation to DM and KDD, has the unfortunate consequence that the most importance of model-based knowledge integrations to the information and knowledge flows, and to model-based tactical and strategic level functions, are not fully acknowledged. Another, the traditional DM process is limited on separate, static mining problems, the outcomes derived are unable to represent knowledge evolution in time, and come into the enterprise wisdom.
Formalism of data mining process
For the C-KDD process model, continuous mining process of multi-session forms entire sequence data according to time periods ascending, so we can make use of the definition of primary notions used in temporal DM (TDM) [15] to discuss the formal theory.
We consider that a linearly ordered temporal domain is a structure T=(T D ,<), where T D is a set of time instants, < is a linear order relationship on T D , and t i+1 -t i =⊿ is a positive constant , for t i+1 , t i ∈T.
For simplicity, we assume that a temporal sequence is a ordered item list X={X 1 , X 2 ,...,X m }, where X i is a 2-tuple (t,a), t∈T, a∈ R. Mined data set w X is a subset of a sequence space W X .
After the pre-processing, a sequence in w X has been transformed into a linear ordered sequence of events, consisted of some basic shapes or strings. Given a finite symbol set D e of the basic shapes or strings, the feature function set {f 1 ,...,f p } (p≥0) and each corresponding domain D i (1≤i≤p), then the event set of w X is E s ={(e,b 1 ,...,b p )|e∈D e , b i =f i , b i ∈D i }.
Syntax and Semantics
A first-order logic language contains usually constant, function, predicate, and general symbols like connectives, etc. For the requirement of formalism we consider a restricted first-order temporal logic language L, which contains only constant symbols, function symbols, predicate symbols, relational symbol set {=,<, ≤,>,≥ }, a logical connective {∧} and a tem poral connective X k , k∈Z, where k>0 denotes next k time instants, k<0 denotes last k time instants, k=0 denotes now.
The syntax of L defines the set of terms, atomic formulae (or atom) and formulae denoted respectively by Term(L), Atom(L) and Form(L). A quasi-Horn clause is a formula of form: A 1 ∧A 2 ∧... ∧A k ⇒ A k+1 , if and only if it is syntactically equivalent with the formula A 1 ∧A 2 ∧...∧A k ∧A k+1 , where A i is a positive atom.
